We investigate the accuracy of two mean-field theories of the trapped two-dimensional Bose gas at predicting transition region properties by comparison to non-perturbative classical field calculations. To make these comparisons we examine the density profiles and the predictions for the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless superfluid transition temperature over a parameter range in which the degree of thermal activation in the tightly trapped direction varies considerably. These results present an important test of these mean-field theories, and provide a characterization of their typical accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evidence for the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) superfluid transition in a trapped two-dimensional (2D) Bose gas has been reported in a series of experiments by the ENS, NIST and Harvard groups [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Comprehensive theoretical descriptions of the trapped system have been provided by classical field (c-field) and quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods [6, 7, 8, 9] , building on the earlier theoretical work for the homogeneous Bose gas [10, 11, 12] .
It is desirable to have a simple theoretical description for the 2D trapped Bose gas that can be more easily employed than c-field or QMC methods. In 2008, Holzmann, Chevallier and Krauth (HCK) [13] presented an important step towards this goal: a semiclassical mean-field theory they used to predict the BKT superfluid transition temperature, T BKT . This work differed from earlier mean-field work (e.g. see [14, 15] ) which aimed to understand the low temperature properties of the gas, and stability of the Bose condensed phase against thermal fluctuations. The HCK theory instead was applied to the high temperature regime (without condensate) to calculate the system density profile. From this the BKT superfluid transition could be identified by locating the temperature at which the peak phase space density of the gas obtained the critical value determined from studies of the uniform system [10] . In [13] several comparisons were made between the HCK theory and full QMC calculations showing good agreement for the density profiles and a prediction of T BKT .
In previous work [16] we developed a more complete semiclassical mean-field theory and a consistent procedure identifying T BKT . For clarity we refer to this as the full semiclassical (FSC) mean-field theory. While the FSC theory reduces to the HCK with some ad hoc simplifications, in the degenerate regime the predictions of the two theories differ appreciably. Indeed, the direct comparisons between the two mean-field theories made in [16] demonstrated that FSC always predicts lower values for both the system density profile and T BKT . Notably, for large systems the differences between the predictions was significant. It was argued that the good agreement between the HCK mean-field theory and the QMC calculations was likely fortuitous.
Due to the increase in interest in the 2D trapped Bose gas it is necessary to better understand the reliability of these mean-field theories for making accurate predictions. In this work we provide quantitative tests of both mean-field theories against c-field calculations. We present results spanning a broad regime in which the system crosses from being pure-2D (negligible thermal activation in the tightly trapped direction) to quasi-2D (with appreciable thermal activation). We compare the theories through their predictions for the density profiles and the superfluid transition temperature. Our results provide a benchmark test for the use of mean-field theory, and caution against its use as a quantitative tool. Indeed, our results show that the good agreement observed between HCK mean-field theory and QMC in Ref. [13] was due to the quasi-2D regime considered there, and such good agreement is not found in the pure-2D regime.
II. QUASI-2D MEAN-FIELD THEORY
In this section we review the mean-field theory developed in Refs. [13, 16] . We consider a system of ultra-cold bosons confined in a harmonic potential with trap frequencies {ω x , ω y , ω z }, interacting via a short range potential characterized by the s-wave scattering length a. The 2D regime is realized when the trapping potential is sufficiently tight in one direction (which we take to be z) that ω x,y ≪ k B T ∼ ω z , with T the system temperature. We limit our consideration to the regime where the scattering is three-dimensional (i.e. energy independent), which requires that the z-confinement length, a z = /mω z , satisfies a z ≫ a [17] . This requirements is well-satisfied by experiments [1, 2, 3, 4] . It is convenient to define two addition 2D regimes, which we will often refer to: The pure-2D regime, when k B T < ω z , and the quasi-2D regime, when k B T ω z .
FSC theory
If interactions are small compared to ω z then the HartreeFock modes are of the separable form ψ kσ (x, y, z) = f kσ (x, y)ξ k (z), where the axial modes ξ k (z) are bare harmonic oscillator states. In the regime of interest the radial plane, for which we introduce the notation r = (x, y), can be treated semiclassically, eliminating the need to diagonalize for the modes f kσ (r) (also see [18] ). However, the axial modes must be treated quantum mechanically, and the Hartree-Fock expression for the areal density of the system in the j-th axial mode is
where
µ is the chemical potential, and
describes the interactions between atoms in the k and i axial modes. Performing the momentum integration in Eq. (1) and adding up the axial mode densities gives the total areal density (5) where λ dB = h/ √ 2πmk B T is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. We refer to the self-consistent solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) as the full semi-classical (FSC) mean-field theory, to distinguish it from the simplified HCK theory presented below.
HCK theory
The theory of HCK [13] is a simplification of the FSC mean-field scheme presented above made by taking the interactions to be axial mode independent, i.e., simplifying the mean-field interaction term to 2
is the density of a single atom in a harmonic oscillator of frequency ω z at temperature T .
Comparison of theories and TBKT
An in-depth comparison the FSC and HCK mean-field theories is given in [16] . Most importantly, that study showed that the HCK theory predicts appreciably different density distributions in the degenerate regime, typically with higher (peak) densities.
Mean-field theory can be used to estimate the superfluid transition temperature for the trapped system by using a local density extension of the transition criterion for the uniform system [10] . The transition temperature (T BKT ) is identified as where the central (peak) phase space density of the system satisfies the condition
with C = 380 ± 3 and g is the 2D coupling constant. Within the FSC theory the correct identifications for using Eq. (6) is g = g 00 and n cr = n 0 (0) (i.e. the ground axial mode interaction parameter and density, see discussion in [16] ), however HCK proposed using g = g H and n cr = j n j (0) (i.e. total areal density).
In combination, the differences in formulation of the two theories and their respective procedures for identifying T BKT , is that the critical temperature predicted by FSC (T 
III. RESULTS
To investigate these mean-field theories in the vicinity of the transition we compare their predictions to those obtained by a c-field method. The c-field method is based on a classical field representation of the highly occupied low energy modes (i.e. those below an appropriately chosen energy cutoff, see [19] ) and a Hartree-Fock treatment of the sparsely occupied (high energy) modes of the system. This method treats the highly occupied (strongly fluctuating) modes nonperturbatively and is valid in the critical region. For details of this c-field theory refer to [20] and for the specific application to the quasi-2D trapped Bose gas see [6, 7, 21] . All results we present here are for 87 Rb atoms in cylindrically symmetric trap with radial trapping frequencies ω x = ω y = 2π × 9.4 Hz and axial frequency of either ω z = 2π × 0.94 kHz or ω z = 2π × 1.88 kHz.
A. System density in the transition region
An important quantity for detailed comparison is the system density profiles. In the development of the HCK theory direct comparisons of the density profiles were made to the results of quantum Monte Carlo calculations [13] , however results were only given for cases where the peak phase space density was less than half the critical value (6), i.e. in relatively non-degenerate regime where the mean-field description is expected to work well. Here we present results from regimes closer to the transition. Figure 1 shows density profile predictions of the various theories at several temperatures. The case shown in Fig. 1(a) is approximately at the transition temperature (as determined by the c-field method [7] ), and reveals a rather large difference between the c-field and mean-field predictions. In this regime both mean-field theories fail because they do not describe the quasi-condensate (suppression of density fluctuations) that forms [22] . Quasi-condensation allows the system density to greatly increase, explaining why the c-field density exceeds the mean-field density. The onset of quasi-condensation is not abrupt at the transition, but gradually forms as a precursor to the transition at temperatures well above T BKT [11] (e.g. in Fig. 1(b) where a small quasi condensate component [about 3.6% of the system, but quite dominate near trap center] causes the c-field density to be slightly higher than the mean-field predictions near r = 0). The results in Fig. 1(a) and (b) are in the pure-2D regime, and in Fig. 1(c) we consider a case near T BKT , but in the quasi-2D regime. For this case, the appreciable thermal activation in the z-direction reduces g H from g 00 and the HCK theory is closer to the c-field result.
B. Comparison of predictions for TBKT
We can now compare the predictions of the FSC and HCK mean-field theories for the transition temperature T BKT against the c-field simulations. In Fig. 2 we present an example of how this comparison is made. For this case the system has a large aspect ratio (i.e. ω z /ω x,y = 200) and in the transition region the system is in the pure 2D limit where g 00 ≈ g H , and the difference between n 0 (r) and the total areal density is negligible.
For the two mean-field theories we calculate the peak phase space density at each temperature and then locate the tran- sition temperature by condition (6) appropriately interpreted for each theory (see discussion in Sec. II 3). The respective critical phase space density for each theory is shown Fig. 2 , however for the pure-2D regime of this calculation there is little difference between these values, and we find that T
F SC BKT
and T
HCK
BKT are similar to each other but are both significantly reduced from the c-field prediction for T BKT .
In Table I we repeat the analysis shown in Fig. 2 for a system in five different parameter regimes, which we refer to as cases A-E. Importantly, these results explore parameters whereby the system crosses over from being pure-2D to quasi-2D at the transition point, as quantified by the parameter ν z = k B T BKT / ω z . In the pure-2D regime (ν z < 1, cases A, B) we find that the FSC and HCK theories make similar predictions, and both significantly underestimate the transition temperature. This occurs because they fail to account for the suppression of density fluctuations and thus underestimate the phase space density of the system, as observed in Fig. 1(a) . In the quasi-2D regime (ν z 1, cases C, D, E) the HCK prediction agrees quite well with the c-field result for T BKT , while the FSC remains an (appreciable) underestimate. The main origin of the improved agreement is the reduction in g H that occurs as ν z increases, which tends to increase the HCK density. We emphasize this increase is not for the correct physical reason (suppressed density fluctuations), but simply from the ad hoc choice of g H . Figure 1 (c) shows the density profile near T BKT for case D. We also note that T BKT is identified in the c-field simulations using the same criterion used for the FSC theory, i.e. when the peak phase space density of the ground axial mode satisfies the condition (6) with g = g 00 . In Ref. [13] the comparison of the HCK prediction for T BKT with QMC is made for a system with ν z ≈ 1.4, and agreement is found to be at the few percent level. In the context of our results here, it is clear that this good agreement is likely facilitated by the reduction in g H from g 00 compensating for the absence of quasi-condensate in the mean-field theory.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have compared the density predictions made by two semiclassical mean-field theories against the c-field method.
At low temperatures, we find that both mean-field theories overestimate interaction effects due to their neglect of correlations that cause density fluctuation suppression (quasicondensation). In this regime both methods systematically underestimate the central density, and underestimate T BKT .
For larger systems, where the transition occurs at temperature with appreciable thermal excitation in the tightly trapped mode, the scenario is quite different. The HCK approximation of replacing the mode dependent interaction parameter by a thermally averaged value, leads to an increase in the system density, and a higher prediction for the transition temperature than the FSC theory. We expect that for sufficiently large systems the HCK theory will over estimate T BKT , although we have not presented results here that show this.
The quantitative tests we have presented provide a useful characterization of the applicability of mean-field methods in the vicinity of the BKT transition for the 2D trapped Bose gas. Our results are over a broader range of parameters than those considered in [13] , and thus present a more balanced view of the method effectiveness. Generally, our results show that mean-field methods cannot be relied upon for accurate predictions, but do nevertheless provide a rough estimate of the degeneracy regime. With future experiments likely producing tighter 2D traps, in which degeneracy will occur in the pure-2D regime, our observations on the failure of mean-field theory in this regime will be important. Of course, in the quest for a simple and effective mean-field theory several other factors must be borne in mind: (i) The HCK theory involves a single interaction parameter allowing it to be computed extremely efficiently using the procedure presented in [13] . (ii) The FSC theory provides a lower bound for T BKT .
